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Triclosan, an antimicrobial chemical found in consumer personal care products, has been shown to stimulate antibiotic resistance in pathogenic bacteria. Although many studies focus on antibiotic resistance pertinent to medical scenarios, resistance developed in natural and engineered environments is less studied and has become an emerging concern for human health. In this study, the impacts of chronic triclosan (TCS) exposure on antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) and microbial community structure were assessed in lab-scale anaerobic digesters. TCS concentrations from below detection to 2500 mg kg\textsuperscript{-1} dry solids were amended into anaerobic digesters over 110 days and acclimated for >3 solid retention time values. Four steady state TCS concentrations were chosen (30–2500 mg kg\textsuperscript{-1}). Relative abundance of \textit{mexB}, a gene coding for a component of a multidrug efflux pump, was significantly higher in all TCS-amended digesters (30 mg kg\textsuperscript{-1} or higher) relative to the control. TCS selected for bacteria carrying \textit{tet}(L) and against those carrying \textit{erm}(F) at concentrations which inhibited digester function; the pH decrease associated with digester failure was suspected to cause this selection. Little to no impact of TCS was observed on \textit{intI1} relative abundance. Microbial communities were also surveyed by high-throughput 16S rRNA gene sequencing. Compared to the control digesters, significant shifts in community structure towards clades containing commensal and pathogenic bacteria were observed in digesters containing TCS. Based on these results, TCS should be included in studies and risk
assessments that attempt to elucidate relationships between chemical stressors (e.g. antibiotics), antibiotic resistance genes, and public health.

Environmental impact

Triclosan in an antimicrobial agent found ubiquitously in municipal wastewater. Triclosan is not an antibiotic, but it has been shown to impact antibiotic resistance in pure cultures. This work investigates the impact of chronic exposure to triclosan on antibiotic resistance in anaerobic digesters. Anaerobic digestion contains a thick and diverse community of microbes that could be susceptible to developing antibiotic resistance after exposure to triclosan. The biosolids from anaerobic digesters are often land applied. Transport and fate of microbes from these systems should be further quantified to fully understand the role of triclosan on human health. The impact of triclosan on antibiotic resistance is not limited to clinical settings and needs to be elucidated in the environment as well.

Introduction

Antibiotic resistance has been recognized as a major threat to public health and involves the high use of antibiotics, which creates an opportunity for bacteria to become resistant.\(^1,2\) In addition to concern from the overuse of antibiotics, antimicrobials are a concern with regard to proliferation of antibiotic resistance.\(^3\) Antibiotics have specific inhibition mechanisms towards certain bacteria which make them useful for medical treatment; while antibiotics are considered antimicrobials, the term antimicrobial is a broad term used to describe chemicals that kill or inhibit microorganisms. Antimicrobials in personal care products are generally thought to be broad-spectrum inhibitory chemicals.\(^4\)

Triclosan (TCS) is an antimicrobial found in multiple consumer products, including liquid hand soaps, lotions, toothpaste, plastics and many other personal care products.\(^5\) Resistance to TCS has been well documented in pathogenic bacteria.\(^5,6\) TCS has specific genetic targets within cells and inhibits fatty acid synthesis at low concentrations.\(^7\) Perhaps because of this specific inhibition, multiple species have
developed resistance to TCS. Common resistance mechanisms to TCS include *fabI* modification, membrane alteration, or active efflux.\textsuperscript{4,8–11}

TCS is an especially concerning antimicrobial because resistance to TCS can also result in cross-resistance to antibiotics.\textsuperscript{6,12} Multiple studies with various species have shown exposure to TCS can result in increased resistance to chloramphenicol, tetracycline and many other antibiotics. For example, cross-resistance to chloramphenicol developed from TCS exposure has been observed for *E. coli*,\textsuperscript{13} *P. aeruginosa*,\textsuperscript{14} *S. maltophilia*,\textsuperscript{15} and *S. enterica*.\textsuperscript{16,17}

TCS is widely detected in the environment and ubiquitous in wastewater treatment plants. It has further been linked to resistance in bacteria found in pipes, sinks, wastewater treatment effluent, activated sludge, anaerobic digestion, and streams.\textsuperscript{18–21} The majority of TCS entering a treatment plant sorbs to solids and passes through anaerobic digestion. Furthermore, TCS is persistent under anaerobic conditions.\textsuperscript{22–24} TCS also alters microbial community structures in anaerobic environments.\textsuperscript{25} Previous research demonstrated that TCS can select for *mexB*, a component of a multidrug efflux pump, in mixed anaerobic communities seeded with manure, but no research describes the impact of long-term chronic exposure to TCS in anaerobic communities seeded with municipal anaerobic digester sludge.\textsuperscript{25}

The objective of this study was to determine if long-term TCS exposure resulted in sustained increases in relative abundance of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) and altered microbial community structure. Lab-scale digesters were seeded with municipal biosolids from anaerobic digesters, and the digesters were acclimatized to various elevated TCS concentrations. Digesters were operated under steady-state conditions for 6.5 solid retention time (SRT) values before quantification of ARGs. Steady-state samples were taken on 3 different days from triplicate digesters after the 6.5 SRT values and analyzed for the relative abundance of *mexB*, *erm(F)*, *tet(L)*, and *intI1*. Samples for microbial community analysis were taken after 6.5 SRT values as well.
Experimental methods

Setup

Lab-scale anaerobic digesters (160 mL serum bottles with 50 mL working volume) were operated for 110 days. The digesters were fed synthetic primary sludge (3.6 g COD/L · d, 10 day SRT) daily with a syringe. Synthetic sludge was ground, sieved (40 mesh) dog food (Nutro-Natural Choice, Franklin, TN, USA) in a nutrient medium (see ESI S1†). The digesters were seeded with municipal anaerobic digester biomass from South Shore Water Reclamation Facility (Oak Creek, WI, USA).

TCS digester concentrations

A total of 15 digesters (5 sets in triplicate) were operated for 45 days at the background concentration in the biomass (measured to be approximately 30 mg kg⁻¹ in seed) with the exception of the control which received no TCS. On Day 45 three sets of digesters were fed ‘low’, ‘medium’, and ‘high’ concentrations of TCS (see Fig. 1). The low concentration (100 mg kg⁻¹) was between the 95th percentile (62 mg kg⁻¹) and 98th percentile (124 mg kg⁻¹) TCS biosolids concentration observed during an EPA survey of municipal biosolids.²⁶ Medium (850 mg kg⁻¹) and high (2500 mg kg⁻¹) concentrations correlated to the concentrations of TCS which inhibited methane production rate by 10% and 50%, respectively, based on a previous anaerobic toxicity assay using the seed biomass (see ESI S2†). All concentrations in the biosolids were confirmed by Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy (see ESI S3†). TCS was added to the synthetic primary sludge by mixing an appropriate amount of TCS dissolved in methanol to dog food which was then evaporated to dryness to remove methanol.

Analytical methods

The pH was measured using a probe and meter (Orion 4 Star, Thermo, Waltham, MA, USA). Volatile fatty acids (VFAs) and methane percent in biogas were measured by gas chromatography (7890A,
Carbon dioxide concentration in biogas was estimated by calculating (100% - methane%).

**DNA extraction**

DNA was extracted using a commercial kit (MP Fast DNA SPIN kits, Solon, Ohio) modified with freeze thaw cycling to improve yield. Extraction was performed on biomass samples collected on Day 45, 105, 107, and 110 from each digester. Approximately 2 mL of biomass suspension was used for extraction.

**qPCR for resistance gene and intI1 quantification**

Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was performed for select resistance genes. The mexB gene encodes a chromosomal efflux pump in *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*; mexB has been indicated to be found on plasmids in activated sludge and on annotated, yet unpublished, natural plasmids. Further, mexB -like genes have been found in many species. This gene was targeted because it has been previously linked with microbial TCS resistance. A tetracycline resistance gene, tet(L), was also quantified as it encodes for an efflux pump. As a control, erm(F) was quantified since TCS concentration was not suspected to influence relative abundance of this gene because the gene specifically targets macrolides, lincosamides, and streptogramin. Finally, intI1, which is associated with class 1 integrons that facilitate the horizontal exchange of resistance genes, was quantified. Specific primer sets, annealing temperatures, efficiencies and quantification limits are described in ESI section S4.

**16S rRNA gene sequencing**

Microbial community of each digester was determined by partial sequencing of the 16S rRNA genes using Illumina MiSeq Platform of samples from Day 45 and 110 as described previously (performed by MRDNA Molecular Research LP, Shallowater, TX). Briefly, amplification of the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was performed prior to Illumina sequencing. Sequences (30 000–100 000 per digester) were identified. Denoised sequences were binned in operational taxonomic units which had more than 97% similarity and
classified using a database derived from GreenGenes, RDPII, and NCBI. Further details can be found in ESI S5.†

**Statistics**

The R Project for Statistical Computing program (V 3.1.2, Vienna, Austria) was used to produce non-parametric multidimensional scaled (NMDS) plots using the vegan package. Dual hierarchical clustering (using Kruskal–Wallis analysis of variance and cosine distances), heat mapping and Shannon diversity indices were also calculated using R-scripts. GraphPad Prism (V 6.04, La Jolla, CA) was utilized to perform ANOVA and t-tests.

**Results and discussion**

**Digester conditions**

The high concentrations of TCS in the high digesters substantially decreased methane production; approximately 80% of methane production was lost by Day 71 (Fig. 2). At this time, the concentration of TCS was 2340 mg kg⁻¹. All other digesters continued producing methane at 67 ± 8.7 mL methane per day. For the first 45 days, all digesters performed similarly and produced an average of 68 ± 6.8 mL of methane per day with the total biogas being 32 ± 3.6% CO₂.

For the digesters with high concentrations of TCS, a key acid utilizing bacterial (or perhaps archaeal) group was likely inhibited, resulting in a VFA buildup (Fig. 2). It should be noted that this toxic concentration (2500 mg kg⁻¹) of TCS is much higher than observed in full-scale digesters, as the maximum TCS concentration found in the EPA biosolids survey was 133 mg kg⁻¹. Environmental concentrations of TCS are unlikely to reduce methane production from full-scale anaerobic digesters.
Resistance genes

The relative abundance of the mexB gene was statistically higher in every digester containing TCS compared to the control (Fig. 3). Increases in TCS did not correlate with increases in the relative abundance of mexB; the relative abundance of mexB was not statistically different among the TCS-amended digesters (ANOVA, \( p = 0.79 \)). The mexB gene is of concern because it has been associated with resistance to TCS in more than one species.\textsuperscript{14,28} Furthermore, bacteria that have increased resistance to TCS through the MexAB efflux protein have cross-resistance to other antibiotics, including tetracycline, ciprofloxacinc, trimethoprim, erythromycin and gentamicin.\textsuperscript{4} It should be noted that all digesters were seeded with municipal anaerobic biosolids used to stabilize municipal wastewater solids that already exhibited background levels of all resistance genes observed in the controls.

While a previous study proved that TCS could select for mexB in mixed anaerobic communities, the current study shows that TCS can select for this multidrug resistance gene during steady-state operation of municipal anaerobic digesters at concentrations observed in full-scale systems.\textsuperscript{25} The research described here demonstrates that sustained concentrations of TCS in municipal biosolids have a lasting impact on the relative abundance of mexB. This selection for mexB could likely be due to a shift in microbial community structure (highlighted below in the Community structure section) that selected for bacteria that harbored the mexB gene. Concentrations of TCS employed in this study have been observed in full-scale, operating municipal anaerobic digesters (e.g. 30 and 100 mg kg\(^{-1}\)). The widespread use of TCS and its ubiquitous detection in biosolids indicates that TCS is a continuous selective pressure in anaerobic digesters.

The relative abundances of tet(L), coding for an efflux pump protein, were statistically similar for the control, background, low and medium digesters (ANOVA, \( p = 0.75 \)). The relative abundances of tet(L) in the high digesters were over three orders of magnitude greater than in the other digesters. The high-TCS digesters functionally failed, ceasing to produce significant methane, and it is suspected that the acidic conditions selected for bacteria that harbored
tet(L) (the 16S rRNA copy numbers were not statistically different from other digesters on a volume basis; see ESI S7†). Some efflux pumps are capable of expelling small molecules (such as dyes and detergents) from within bacteria;33 likewise, the tet(L) pump may be able to expel toxic molecules which are produced under acidic conditions. Tet(L) may also be intrinsic to a phyla that were highly selected for in the high-TCS digesters, that can survive at low pH conditions. In either case, TCS did not select for tet(L) under neutral pH operating conditions.

The erm(F) gene was not expected to be influenced by TCS because this resistance mechanism specifically resists macrolide compounds by methylating rRNA (the target of macrolide drugs).30 The digesters with 2500 mg kg⁻¹ of TCS had approximately two orders of magnitude less erm(F) than other digesters. The control, background, low and medium digesters had statistically similar relative abundances of erm(F) (ANOVA, p-value = 0.31). Similar to the tet(L) observations, the acidic conditions in the high-TCS digesters were suspected to be selecting against organisms containing erm(F).

The measured relative abundance of the integrase gene of the class 1 integron is independent of TCS concentration and bacterial population composition in functional digesters. No statistical difference was seen in the relative abundance of intI1 between the medium, low, background and control digesters (ANOVA, p = 0.86). The high-TCS digesters had a statistically lower relative abundance of intI1 when compared to the control. Therefore, increasing the concentration of TCS, or the low pH, selected against bacteria with class 1 integrons, possibly indicating that resistance to TCS of the bacteria in the reactors was not integron based. Feasibly, the relative abundance of integrons could be sufficiently high in all digesters for significant horizontal gene transfer to occur in all digester conditions.

Community structure

On Day 110, when digesters had reached quasi-steady state (i.e., operating under the same TCS-loading conditions for >3 SRT values), the functioning TCS-amended communities, including the background, low, and medium level TCS communities, had diverged
from the control communities (Fig. 4). The digesters containing a high concentration of TCS (2500 mg kg\(^{-1}\)) diverged more from the control than the other digesters. The differences in communities is indicated by an NMDS plot of genus level data (ESI Fig. S6†) and a CCA plot of the OTU level data (ESI Fig. S8.2†). While the high digester set lost function, the digesters still maintained a microbial community which was producing VFAs (see Fig. 2), yet not producing methane.

The microbial community structures of the background, low, medium, and high TCS-amended digesters were also different from themselves between Days 45 and 110, but they remained in overlapping clusters on each day. On Day 45, the TCS-amended communities were not statistically different from the control, as indicated by 95\(^{th}\) percentile confidence intervals overlapping in Fig. 4. The control communities at Day 45 were significantly different from the control communities on Day 110; this variation in community structure over time is common in biological systems and reinforces the importance of maintaining a control.\(^{34}\) TCS impacts microbial community structure even when the digesters maintain function as indicated by the TCS-amended communities not overlapping with the control communities on Day 110.

The community composition data suggest that, in uninhibited anaerobic digesters, TCS may be selecting for phyla and genera that contain pathogens and commensal organisms (Fig. 5). Pathogens and commensal organism are more likely to have been previously exposed to relatively high concentrations of TCS due to their interactions with people; therefore, these organisms may have certain resistance mechanisms. It should be noted that the seed biomass for these reactors came from an actual treatment plant which was ostensibly exposed to relatively lower levels of TCS and many other organic chemicals. In the control digesters, the relative abundance of the phyla Tenericutes, Fusobacteria and Spirochaetes was less than half of the relative abundance in the TCS-amended functioning digesters (Fig. 5 [left]). Pathogens and commensal organisms are found in each of these 3 phyla such as *Mycoplasma* (Tenericutes), *Fusobacterium* (Fusobacteria) and *Borrelia* (Spirochaetes), suggesting live TCS reactors enrich organisms which were previously exposed to high concentrations of TCS.\(^{35}-^{38}\) Conversely, the control digesters had a
higher relative abundance of the phyla Proteobacteria, Euryarchaeota, Acidobacteria, Thermotogae, and Elusimicrobia by at least 2 fold; these phyla may be sensitive to TCS. With the exception of Proteobacteria, these phyla are largely environmental bacteria or archaea and are not typically commensal organisms.\textsuperscript{39,40} The functioning digesters which contained TCS selected for several genera including \textit{Candidatus cloacamonas}, \textit{Leptotrichia}, \textit{Bacteroidales}, \textit{Atopobium}, \textit{Dermatophilus}, \textit{Flavonifractor} and others which were less abundant (Fig. 5 [right]). \textit{Leptotrichia}, \textit{Bacteroidales}, \textit{Atopobium}, \textit{Dermatophilus}, \textit{Flavonifractor} are major genera containing organisms which are pathogenic and commensal.\textsuperscript{41–45}

Without actually culturing or deeper sequencing of these bacteria, it is unclear if these organisms are pathogens or only phylogenetically related to pathogens. The community shift towards these clades could account for the selection of resistance genes like \textit{mexB}.

The functioning digesters had similar dominant phyla as observed in analysis of full scale municipal digesters.\textsuperscript{47,48} These studies report Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes and Actinobacteria as the dominant phyla. Spirochaetes was more abundant than Actinobacteria in the current study, but detects were relatively high in the previous studies as well.\textsuperscript{47,48} Further, TCS selected against two abundant genera of methanogens (\textit{Methanoculleus} and \textit{Methanosaeta}), but not to the extent that methane production ceased in functioning digesters. Major syntrophic bacteria were not significantly affected (\textit{Smithella, Syntrophus, Syntrophomonas}; data not shown).\textsuperscript{49}

The microbial community structures of the high-TCS digesters were significantly different from the uninhibited digesters. The control and high-TCS digesters were clustered together in the dual hierarchal clustering of Fig. 5, however these communities were only similar on a phyla level. These communities were much different at a genera level (see ESI S6\textsuperscript{†}) and OTU level (see ESI 8.2\textsuperscript{†}). Microbial diversity in the high-TCS digesters was lower than in the functioning digester sets, yet the overall abundance of total bacteria was similar (see ESI S7\textsuperscript{†} for 16S rRNA gene copy numbers). The Shannon diversity index (performed with genus level data) for the high-TCS digesters was 2.04
± 0.12, which is significantly lower than the index for control, background, low, and medium concentrations (all statistically similar, 3.49 ± 0.14). The high-TCS digesters selected for the phyla Fibrobacteres, Actinobacteria, and Firmicutes. Firmicutes were the most abundant phylum in the TCS containing digesters. The tet(L) gene is common to Gram-positive organisms; given that Firmicutes and Actinobacteria are Gram-positive, the increase in these phyla could explain the increase in the relative abundance of tet(L). Other phyla that had over 10-fold lower concentrations in the high-TCS digesters than the functioning sets include ws3 (candidate division), Planctomycetes, Verrucomicrobia, Synergistetes, Fusobacteria, Tenericutes, Chloroflexi, and Spirochaetes. Furthermore, at the genus level, Succinivibrio, Atopobium, Olsenella, Flavonifractor, and Acetitomaculum were enriched in these same digesters. All of these genera are known commensal organisms with humans, cows, sheep and pigs.\textsuperscript{50–52} While all of these genera are known to be acid tolerant, four of the five are found in the ruminal or digestive tract (Atopobium is not associated with the rumen or digestive tract). The increased VFA concentrations in the high-TCS digesters provide conditions in which these clades can thrive.\textsuperscript{53}

**Conclusions**

Previous research showed that TCS can select for resistance in anaerobic digesters stabilizing dairy manure after short-term exposure. This research demonstrated that constant amendment with TCS leads to sustained increases in the relative abundance of mexB in anaerobic digesters seeded with municipal biosolids. This increase in the relative abundance of mexB occurred at environmentally relevant levels, indicating that the relative abundance of mexB is likely higher in full-scale municipal anaerobic digesters than it would be without TCS in the biosolids. In addition, other genes are selected for (tet(L)) or against (erm(F)) if TCS inhibits the digesters function. TCS has little or no effect on the relative abundance of class 1 integrons. This research revealed that TCS selects for clades which contain pathogenic and commensal bacteria. These clades may have had previous exposure to antibiotics or antimicrobials, which affords the bacteria the opportunity to gain resistance mechanisms. To confirm this theory future work would need to culture bacteria or perform deeper
sequencing from these TCS-amended biosolids to determine if pathogens are enriched.

TCS should be included with antibiotics in studies which address risk assessment of antibiotic resistance. Given the ubiquity of TCS and its relatively high concentration in biologically driven wastewater treatment operations, TCS cannot be ignored as a chemical stressor of resistance in the environment. Further context needs to be established to quantitatively determine the relative impacts of stressors that stimulate antibiotic resistance (e.g., antibiotics, antimicrobials, metals, etc.). A better understanding of the stressors for antibiotic resistance in each environmental compartment would allow research to focus treatment technologies and potential policy in areas of greatest concern.

For future research, a metagenomics approach would be appropriate for this type of study to identify a broader spectrum of resistance genes that might be affected by chronic exposure to TCS. In addition, isolating the role of mixed antibiotic and antimicrobials to determine synergistic or antagonistic effects could prove useful.
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**Figures**

![Fig. 1](image.png)

**Fig. 1** Theoretical concentration of TCS in digester sets over the duration of the study. All digester sets (except for the control set operated at 0 mg kg$^{-1}$ for the total 110 days), were operated at 30 mg kg$^{-1}$ for the first 45 days.
Fig. 2 pH, methane production and VFA concentrations. Error bars represent standard deviations ($n = 3$ for all points), and some error bars are small and not visible. VFAs include acetic acid, propionic acid, butyric acid, iso-butyric acid, valeric acid, and iso-valeric acid.
Fig. 3 Gene relative abundance on Day 110 normalized to 16S rRNA gene copy numbers (triplicate extraction from triplicate digesters, n = 9). Error bars represent standard deviation. Statistical differences from the control (p < 0.05) are indicated with a star. Note differences of the 16S rRNA copies were not found to be statistically different among treatments (ANOVA, p = 0.46, n = 9, see ESI S7†).
Fig. 4 NMDS ordination of genus level data at Day 45 and Day 110. The community structure data were gathered from Illumina partial sequencing of 16S rRNA gene. Ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals as calculated by the VEGAN package in R. High TCS treatment was not included because the community is starkly different and removes resolution from the plot. An NMDS plot including the ‘high’ digesters can be found in ESI S6.†

Fig. 5 [Left] Dual hierarchal clustering of phyla (average of the 3 digesters). Black boxes represent no detection (n.d.). [Right] Genera that show significant differences between reactor sets based on a Kruskal–Wallis test, and represent at least 1% of community in at least one reactor set (average of 3 digesters). The p-value from the statistical test is shown on the right. Genera with star next to the name represent genera which were selected for in the live reactors which contained TCS (i.e. background, low and medium).